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In this paper the author considers the differential equation [r(x)y”]” - 
p(x)y = 0, where Y(X) and p(x) are continuous, Y(X) > 0, and p(x) # 0 on 
an interval [E, CO), E > 0. The cases for which p(x) is positive and p(x) is 
negative on [e, CO) are treated separately. 
In the first part of the paper it is assumed that p(x) is positive on [E, co). 
A study is made of the general properties of solutions of the equation, par- 
ticularly, oscillatory solutions. Special emphasis is given the case when all 
oscillatory solutions are bounded. A rather simple representation for all 
bounded oscillatory solutions is given. 
The function p(x) is assumed to be negative in the second part of the paper. 
Some of Marko Svec’s results on the behavior of oscillatory solutions are 
extended to this more general equation. Also two theorems analogus to the 
B&her-Osgood theorem for second-order equations are given. Finally, the 
author gives some necessary conditions that certain types of nonoscillatory solu- 
tions exist. 
INTRODUCTION 
Consider the self-adjoint linear differential equation 
where Y(X) and p(x) are continuous and Y(X) > 0 on the interval [E, co) for 
some E > 0. As pointed out by Leighton and Nehari [7], the behavior of the 
solutions of (1.1) is radically different according as p(x) is positive or negative 
on [et cc). This behavior is well known in the analogous second-order equation 
w Y'Y + P(X) Y = 0. (1.2) 
* This will acknowledge the partial support of the author by the U. S. Army 
Research Office (Durham) under Grant numbered DA AR0 D31-124-G1007. 
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We shall then consider separately the cases p(x) > 0 and p(x) < 0 on [E, co). 
This distinction will be denoted by writing equation (1.1) in the forms 
[+4YYX)l” -P(X)Y = 0; r(x) > 0, p(x) > 0, (1.3) 
and 
[+4 Y%>l” + p(x) y = 0; r(x) > 0, p(x) > 0. (1.4) 
The case when p(x) may vanish on [E, co) will not be discussed. 
In this paper we shall study the behavior of oscillatory solutions of Eq. (1.3) 
and (1.4). An oscillatory solution of either Eq. (1.3) or (1.4) is a nontrivial 
solution which has unbounded zeros. A nontrivial solution which is not 
oscillatory is said to be nonoscillatory. If the equation has an oscillatory 
solution then the equation is said to be osciZZatory. Otherwise, the equation 
is said to be taonoscillatory. 
We now state two definitions which are frequently used in this paper. Two 
solutions are said to be essentially different provided they are not constant 
multiples of each other. A solution y(x) that satisfies a property P is essentiaZZy 
unique provided any solution satisfying property P is a constant multiple of 
Y(X). 
The first part of this paper is concerned with solutions of (1.3). This part 
is divided into three sections. The first section is a statement of some basic 
results already known. In the second section we give some new general 
properties of solutions of (1.3). We shall be primarily interested in those 
properties concerning oscillatory solutions. In the third section we restrict 
our attention to the case when the oscillatory solutions are bounded. Some of 
the properties discussed in the second section are refined. We shall also give a 
representation for every bounded oscillatory solution of (1.3). 
The second part of this paper is devoted to the study of solutions of (1.4). 
In the first section of this part of the paper we extend to (1.4) many of Svec’s 
results for the special case Y(X) = 1. We also give sufficient conditions on the 
coefficients concerning the boundedness of certain types of oscillatory 
solutions. The second section is a discussion of the case when (1.4) is known 
to be nonoscillatory. We give some properties of nonoscillatory solutions and 
some necessary conditions that certain types of nonoscillatory solutions exist. 
The following result is fundamental. Its proof is given in [7]. 
LEMMA 1 .l. Let u(x) and v(x) be functions of class C’ in (a, b), and let 
w(x) be of constant sign in this interval. If x = (II and x = j3 (a < cy < p < b) 
are consecutive zeros of u(x), there then exists a constant k such that the function 
u(x) - ko(x) has a doubZe zero in (a, ,f3). 
409/33/W 
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PART1 
2. Fundamental Notions 
The first part of this paper is devoted to the study of the equation 
k(x) Y”1” - PC4 Y = 0, (2.1) 
where Y(X) and p(x) are positive and continuous on [E, co), E > 0. As a basis 
for our study of Eq. (2. l), we state the following four lemmas. These lemmas 
play an extremely important role in our studies. Their proofs may be found 
in the paper of Leighton and Nehari [7]. 
LEMMA 2.1. If y(x) is a solution of (2.1) and the values of y, y’, y”, and 
(ry”)’ are nonnegative, but not all zero, for x = a > E, then the functions y(x), 
y’(x), y”(x), and [Y(X) y”(x)]’ are positive for all x > a. 
The above lemma, of course, holds if the words “nonnegative” and 
“positive” are replaced with “nonpositive” and “negative”. We note that for 
a > E, the solution of (2.1) given by initial conditions 
y(a) = y’(a) = y”(a) = 0, and w)Y”m!=, = 1 
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1. We call this solution the principal 
solution of (2.1) at x = a. The principal solution also satisfies the hypotheses 
of the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let y(x) b e a nontrivial solution of (2.1) and let a 3 z. If 
y(a) < 0, y”(a) < 0, y’(a) b 0, and [y(x) y”(x)lL, 3 0, then Y(X) < 0, 
y”(x) -C 0, y’(x) > 0, and [Y(X) y”(x)]’ > 0 fw x E [G a). 
We state next the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a, b, and c be real numbers such that c < a < b < c, and 
let y(x) be a solution of Eq. (2.1). If y(a) = y(b) = y(c) = 0, then y’(b) # 0. 
According to this lemma, if y(x) is an oscillatory solution of (2.1) and 
y(a) = y’(a) = 0 f or some a > E, then y(x) # 0 on [c, a). Furthermore, by 
Lemma 2.1 we have y”(a) [Y(X) y”(x)];=, < 0. 
Finally we have the following result. 
LEMMA 2.4. If u(x) and V(X) are essentially different soZutions of (2.1) such 
that u(a) = v(a) = u(b) = v(b) = 0 f OY e < a < b, the zeros of u(x) and v(x) 
separate each other in (a, b). 
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3. General Properties 
We begin our discussion with the following result. For the case T(X) EE 1 
the theorem below has already been stated by S. P. Hastings and A. C. 
Lazer [3]. 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists a solution w(x) of Eq. (2.1) which has the 
following properties : 
(i) w(x) w’(x) w”(x) [r(x) w”(x)]’ # 0; 
(ii) sgn w(x) = sgn w”(x) # sgn w’(x) = sgn[r(x) w”(x)]‘; 
(iii> ( > d ( > ( ) w x an r x wn x are asymptotic to a Jinite constant; and 
(iv) $12 w’(x) = iii& w”(x) =$I& [r(x) w”(x)]’ = 0. 
Proof. For each positive integer n > 6, let y,,(x) be a solution of (2.1) such 
that yJn> = y*‘(n) = y:(n) = 0, and [r(x) Y:(x)]~.~ < 0. By Lemma 2.2, 
we have for each 11, 
m(x) > 0, m’(x) < 0, YXX) > 0, and [Y(X) y;(x)]’ < 0 (3.1) 
for all x E [E, n). 
Let zl(x), zz(x), x3(x), and zq(x) be four linearly independent solutions of 
(2.1). There then exist constants cnI , c,,* ,cf13, cnr , not all zero (since 
m(x) f 0), such that 
and 
m(x) = Cn,%(X) + &3*~2(4 + cn,dx) + CT&,%(X) (3.2) 
czl + 4, + Gas + 4& = 1. (3.3) 
By (3.3) the sequences {c,~}~=~ are bounded for each i = 1, 2,3,4. There 
thus exists a convergent subsequence (c&“~ for each i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Let 
lim k+m c+ = ci , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and consider the solution 
w(x) = Wl(X) + cz%@) + C&(X) + c$&). (3.4) 
By (3.3) we have c12 + cz2 + ca2 + ca2 = 1, and hence w(x) + 0. Further- 
more, the sequences 
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converge uniformly to w(x), w’(x), w”(x), and [Y(X) w”(x)]‘, respectively, on 
any finite subinterval of [E, CXJ). 
BY (3.1), we have Y,&) > 0, y&(4 < 0, y,“Jx) > 0, and [@YOGI’ -=c 0
on [E, n,); accordingly we have 
w(x) 2 0, w’(x) < 0, w”(x) 2 0, and [Y(X) w”(x)]’ < 0. (3.5) 
Suppose there exists a real number x,, for which w&J = 0. Since w’(x) < 0 
and W(X) > 0, we must have W(X) z 0 for all x >, x0, which contradicts the 
above statements. 
Suppose w’(xs) = 0 for some x,, E (0, 00). Then since w’(x) < 0 and 
w”(x) >, 0, we have w’(x) = 0 for all x > 3~s . Hence, w”(x) = 0, 
r(x) w”(x) = 0, and [Y(X) w”(x)]’ = 0 for all x > x,, . It follows that 
p(x) w(x) = [Y(X) w”(x)]” = 0. Th is implies that w(x) = 0, a contradiction, 
We have shown that w(x) > 0 and w’(x) < 0. Similar proofs show that 
w”(x) > 0 and [r(x) w”(x)]’ -C 0. Th’ 1s completes the proof for parts (i) and 
(ii). Part (iii) follows immediately from (ii). 
Since w’(x) < 0 and w”(x) > 0, we have lim,,, w’(x) < 0. If 
lim,,, w’(x) < 0, then w(x) would eventually be negative, which contradicts 
w(x) > 0 for all X, as established above. Similar proofs hold for the other 
parts of (iv), and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
We now turn our attention to the case when (2.1) has oscillatory solutions. 
One question which arises is whether or not an oscillatory solution Y(X) can 
have a multiple zero at some point x = a > E. Lemma 2.1 rules out the 
possibility of y(x) h aving a triple zero at x = a. Lemma 2.3 essentially says 
that if y(x) has a double zero at a point x = a, then x = a is the first zero of 
Y(X) as x increases from E, i.e., y(x) # 0 on the interval [E, a). 
The following theorem establishes the existence of oscillating solutions 
with a double zero when equation (2.1) is oscillatory. The proof of the theo- 
rem is essentially contained in the proof of Theorem 3.8 in Leighton and 
Nehari’s paper [7], and for this reason the proof is omitted here. It should be 
pointed out, perhaps, that a proof may be made along the same lines as the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf v(x) is un oscilluto~y solution of (2.1) and ;f v(a) = 0 and 
v(x) has a zero on [E, a), then there exists an oscillutory solution U(X) with the 
following properties : 
(i) 24(a) = ~‘(a) = 0; 
(ii) the zeros of u(x) and the conjugate points of x = a separate each other; 
(iii) U(X) and v(x) are essentiuZZy d@erent. 
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The question of the separation of zeros of two essentially different oscilla- 
tory solutions is a complex one. Simple examples show that their zeros may not 
separate each other. Indeed, the equation 
yiu - y=o 
has solutions 
yl(x) = sin x 
and 
y2(x) = sin x - e-“. 
For x large enough ys(x) has two zeros between two consecutive zeros of 
y,(x), if y,(x) > 0 between the consecutive zeros. Similarly yr(~) has two 
zeros between consecutive zeros of ya(X), if yB(x) < 0 between the consecutive 
zeros. This type of separation plays a crucial role in studying the behavior of 
oscillatory solutions, and we shall return to this problem. 
In order to investigate the separation of zeros of two essentially different 
oscillatory solutions, we require the following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Ifu( ) d ( ) x an v x are essentially dz&rent oscillatory solutions of 
(2.1) and ;f u(a) = v(a) = 0 f or some a 3 E, and zy the zeros of U(X) and v(x) 
separate each other on (a, CD), then TY[u, w] (x) = u(x) v’(x) -- Z(X) u’(x) does 
not vanish on (a, co). 
Proof. Suppose there exists a number 6 > a such that W[u, z’] (b) = 0. 
There then exist constants cr and ca , cl2 + cs2 f 0, such that 
Cl@) + c244 = 0, 
r,u’(b) + c,o’(b) z=z 0. (3.6) 
Let y(r) = ciu(zc) + c20(x). Then by hypothesis and by (3.6), we have 
y(u) = y(b) = y’(b) = 0. Thus, by Lemma 2.3, Y(X) f 0 for all s > b. 
We may assume y(x) > 0 for x > b, and so ciu(~) > - cev(x) for x > b. 
Note that if M and ,8 are consecutive zeros of V(X) for which sgn c, f sgn U(X) 
for x E (01, /?), then C~U(X) > - C+(X) > 0 on [CY, p]. Therefore, U(X) f 0 
on [CX, /3], contrary to the hypothesis that the zeros of U(X) and V(X) separate 
each other. It follows that W[U, V] (x) f 0 for x > a. 
LEM,Z 3.2. Suppose U(X) and v(x) are essentially dzqerent oscillatory 
solutions of (2.1) with u(a) = w(a) = 0 f or some a > E. If the zeros of u(x) and 
W(X) separate each other, then every linear combination of u(x) and U(X) is 
oscillatory. 
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Proof. Suppose z(x) = f&x) + c&x) > 0 for all x > b, for some b > a. 
Then cru(x) > - car+) for x > b, and as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, there 
exists two consecutive zeros (Y < ,4 of V(X) such that U(X) # 0 on [ar, is]. A
similar proof holds when Z(X) is eventually negative. 
In order to simplify the statement of our theorems, we shall say that the 
zeros of two essentially different solutions U(X) and V(X) of (2.1) separate 
pairwise provided for some number b there is a pair of consecutive zeros of u(x) 
greater than b followed by a pair of consecutive zeros of V(X), and so on, and 
between the above pairs of consecutive zeros of U(X) there is no zero of v(x), 
and vice-versa. The functions sin x and sin x - e-” in a previous example 
have this property. - 
LEMMA 3.3. If u(x) and v(x) me oscillatory solutions of (2.1) such that 
Y(X) = 4x) - ( ) v x is nonoscillatory, the zeros of u(x) and v(x) separatepairwise. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that y(x) > 0 for x > 6 
for some b > E. Then U(X) > v(x) for x > b, and if a < /3 are consecutive zeros 
of v(x), with V(X) > 0 on (ar, /3), then u(x) > v(x) > 0 on [a, /3]. If ar < fi are 
consecutive zeros of u(x), with u(x) < 0 on (ar, b), then V(X) < U(X) < 0 on 
h PI- 
To complete the proof we need only show that between any two consecutive 
zeros of U(X) there is either no zero or two zeros of v(x), and vice-versa. It is 
clear that we may limit ourselves to the proof for any two consecutive zeros 
of u(x). 
Suppose a < /3 are two consecutive zeros of U(X). Then $0~) < u(a) = 0, 
and r@) < u@) = 0. Th us, o(x) has an even number of zeros (possibly no 
zeros) between (Y and 8. We appeal to ([7], Theorem 34, which states that the 
maximum number of zeros of o(x) is three on the interval (a~, ,9). Since a(x) 
has an even number of zeros on (OL, p), V(X) has either no zero or two zeros on 
(a, 8). The proof of Lemma 3.3 is complete. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If u(x) and o(x) are oscillatory solutions of (2.1) such that 
y(x) = clu(x) + c,v(x) is nonoscillatory, where cl and c2 are constants, the zeros 
of u(x) and v(x) separate pairwise. 
Proof. Consider the solutions ur(x) = c&) and q(x) = - c&x). Note 
that ul(x) and q(x) are oscillatory, and y(x) = Us - or(x). By Lemma 3.3, 
the zeros of q(x) and vi(x) separate pairwise. But the zeros of Us and vi(x) 
are precisely the zeros of U(X) and v(x), respectively. Hence, the zeros of U(X) 
and V(X) separate pairwise. 
The following theorem shows the existence of solutions whose zeros simply 
separate each other. 
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THEOREM 3.3. If u(x) and w(x) are essentially different oscillatory solutions 
of (2.1) and if u(a) = w(a) = 0 f or some a > t, then there exists an oscillatory 
solution z(x) such that 
(i) z(a) = 0, 
(ii) the zeros of u(x) and z(x) separate ach other on (a, CO), 
(iii) the zeros of w(x) and X(X) separate each other on (a, ‘x)). 
Proof. If the zeros of u(x) and n(x) separate each other, by Lemma 3.2, 
we may take Z(X) = U(X) + w(x). S o we assume that the zeros of U(X) and 
W(X) do not separate each other. 
Let yr(x), yz(~), ys(x) be three solutions of (2.1) which vanish at x = a and 
which as three functions are linearly independent. Then any solution of (2.1) 
which vanishes at x = a is a linear combination of yi(x), y*(x), and ya(x). 
Let GdL and {j3n}z==1 be the monotone sequences of zeros of u(x) and 
w(x), respectively, with 01~ > a and /3i > a, U(X) # 0 on (a, ai), and W(X) # 0 
on (a, @. For each positive integer n, let Z,(X) be the essentially unique solu- 
tion which vanishes at x = a, OL,, , pn . There then exist constants cm , c~,, can 
such that 
%(X) = ChYlW + CanYzc4 + %IY&), (3.7) 
cfn +&+&= 1. (3.8) 
Since the sequences {~~,,}~~i , {cZn}~=i and {csn}~=i are bounded, each pos- 
sesses convergent subsequences, say {c,,,}im_, , {csnj}TEi , {~a~,}~=~ , respectively. 
Let limj,,. cinj = ci for i = 1,2,3, and define 
44 = CIYk4 + C2Y2W + %Y(“)- 
By (3.8) it is clear that cl2 + ca2 + cz = 1, and we have z(x) & 0 and 
z(a) = 0. 
Now let n 2 1 and consider the consecutive zeros (Y, and a,+r of u(x). Note 
that both Z,(X) and U(X) vanish at x = a and at x = ~1, . Consequently, by 
Lemma 2.4, the zeros of Z,(X) and U(X) separate in the interval (a, am). It 
follows that, for m > n + 1, z,(x) has a zero in the interval (all ,anntl). Thus 
z(x) has a zero in [oL,,  c~~+r] and h ence is oscillatory. A similar proof shows the 
existence of a zero of Z(X) in the interval 18, , ,3n+J. 
Now if z(x) had three zeros in common with u(x), u(x) and Z(X) would be 
constant multiples of each other, by a theorem due to Leighton and Nehari 
([7] p. 239). This would say that u(x) had a zero in wn, /!%+;l for n > 1, 
which contradicts either the fact that u(x) and w(x) are essentially different 
or the assumption that their zeros do not separate each other. Therefore, 
z(x) has a zero in (a n , s+~), at least for n large enough. 
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Again, similar analysis shows that Z(X) has a zero in (/3n ,Bn+& for n 
large enough. 
We now show that Z(X) has exactly one zero in (an , o1,+J. Suppose Z(X) 
had two zeros in (an, (Y,+& say 6, < 8, . Then, by Lemma 1.1, there exists 
a constant k such that Y(X) = Z(X) - Ku(x) has a double zero at 
x = y E (8, ,&J c (%I 9 LY,+J. If y”(r) [r(x) y”(x)]& < 0, by Lemma 2.2 
y(x) f 0 on (E, r), which contradictsy(a) = 0. Hencey”(y) [r(x)y”(x)]~=, > 0. 
By Lemma 2.1, y(x) is nonoscillatory. Applying Corollary 3.1 we have that 
the zeros of U(X) and Z(X) separate pairwise. But this means that there exists 
two consecutive zeros of U(X) such that Z(X) f 0 between them. From this 
contradiction we infer that Z(X) has exactly one zero in (a, , E~+~) for n > 1. 
A similar proof will show that x(x) has exactly one zero in (bn , is,+,). There- 
fore, the zeros of Z(X) separate the zeros of U(X) and separate the zeros of V(X). 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3 and 
Lemma 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let u(x), a(x), and z(x) be solutions of (2.1) as given in 
Theorem 3.3. Then every linear combination of U(X) and z(x), or of v(x) and 
z(x), is oscillatory. 
The next result provides another method of generating oscillatory solu- 
tions. The reader should note the role played by the nonoscillatory solution 
W(X) in this theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let w(x) be a nonoscillatory solution of (2.1) such that 
sgn W(X) = sgn w”(x) # sgn w’(x) = sgn[r(x) w”(x)]‘. (3.9) 
Let z(x) be any oscillatory solution of (2.1). Then, for each a E [E, co) for which 
z(a) # 0, there exists a constant h(a) such that the solution 
y(x) = z(x) - h(a) w(x) 
is oscillatory and y(a) = 0. 
Proof. Let W(X) be a nonoscillatory solution of (2.1) satisfying condition 
(3.9). Suppose w(x) > 0. Let Z(X) be oscillatory and z(a) > 0. [These assump- 
tions on the signs of z(a) and w(a) are used only to fix the ideas.] Define k(a) 
to be the solution of the equation 
z(a) - K(a) w(a) = 0 
and define y(x) = Z(X) - k(a) W(X). Note that y(a) = 0. 
Since z(u) > 0 and w(a) > 0, we have k(a) > 0. Suppose y(x) is not 
oscillatory. Ify(x) = 0, then Z(X) = k(a) W(X) which cannot happen since 
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z(x) is oscillatory and w(x) is nonoscillatory. Suppose then that y(x) is non- 
oscillatory. There then exists a number b > a such that 
for all x 3 b. 
y(x) y’(x) y”(x) [Y(X) y”(x)]’ + 0 
Ify(x) :s 0, then Z(X) > k(a) W(X) > 0 f or all .r 3 6, contradicting the oscil- 
latory character of zz(by). So y(x) < 0. If y’(-v) 5: 0, then z’(x) < k(a) W’(X) < 0 
for x 2 6, again a contradiction. Thus, Y’(X) > 0. Similar arguments show 
y”(~) < 0 and [Y(X) y”(x)]’ > 0 f or all x > b. But by Lemma 2.2, Y(X) f 0 
for s E (E, b), contradicting y(a) = 0. Hence y(x) is oscillatory. The proof is 
complete. 
As a note, k(a) = .z(a)/w(u) for each a for which z(a) # 0. Since w(u) + 0, 
k(u) is a continuous function of a with removable discontinuities at the zeros 
of X(X). 
Let W(X) and .a(~) be solutions of (2.1) as in Theorem 3.4. The following 
corollary is then of interest in that it shows that a certain intimate relationship 
exists between limsmtio W(X) and the existence of limz+% X(X). 
COROLLARY 3.3. If w(x) -+ c # 0, then for any oscillatory solution z(x), 
we huae that lim,,, .z(.x) does not exist. 
Proof. Suppose limx+m X(X) did exist. Then, since Z(X) is oscillatory, we 
have limz+a X(X) = 0. Let a E [E, co) with z(u) # 0, and define k(u) as in 
Theorem 3.4. By Theorem 3.1, lims+oc W(X) exists, and, say, lim,,, w(x) = c. 
Consider Y(X) = Z(X) - k(u) W(X). Since lim,,, z(x) and lim,,, w(x) both 
exist and are finite, we have that lim,,,y(x) exists. Since by Theorem 3.4, 
Y(X) is oscillatory, lim,,, y(x) = 0, and 
44 = qu) J- [z(x) - y(x)]. 
so 
0 + c = $I+% W(X) = $i k(u) -L [Z(X) ~- y(.yj] = 0, 
a contradiction. It follows that limx+m Z(X) does not exist. 
Note that Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.3 hold for any solution W(X) of (2.1) 
which satisfies the conditions 
and 
w(x) w’(x) w”(x) [Y(X) w”(x)]’ # 0 (3.10) 
sgn w(X) = sgn W*(X) # sgn w’(x) = sgn[r(x) m”(s)]‘. 
Recall such a solution exists by Theorem 3.1. 
(3.11) 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let w(x) satisfy conditions (3.10) and (3.11), and suppose 
lim infZqODp(x) # 0. Then lim,,, w(x) = 0. 
Proof. Since 
sgn[r(x) w”(x)]’ # sgn[+) w”(x)] = w$p(x) w(x)] = sgn[+) w”(x)]“, 
we have that lim,,, Y(X) w”(x) exists, and 
F+& [r(x) w”(x)]’ = hli [Y(X) w”(x)]” = 0. 
so 
0 = !+I. [Y(X) w”(x)]” = $2 p(x) w(x). 
By (3.11) lime+m w(x) clearly exists. Hence, since lim inf3c+,m p(x) # 0, we 
must have limz+m w(x) = 0. 
Interestingly enough the hypothesis in Theorem 3.5 is independent of any 
conditions on r(x), except, of course, the standing hypotheses. For the case 
T(X) E 1, Hastings and Lazer [3] have shown that if p E c’, p’(x) > 0, and 
lim,,,p(x) = + co, then all oscillatory solutions tend to zero, as x--t co. 
We conclude this section with the following theorem concerning the 
behavior of nonoscillatory solutions. 
THEOREM 3.6. Any nonoscillatory solution y(x) of (2.1) satisfies one of the 
following conditions for all x > a for some a 3 E 
(i) sgn y(x) = sgn y’(x) = sgn y”(x) = sgn[r(x) y”(x)]‘, 
(ii) sgn y(x) = sgn y”(x) # sgn y’(x) = sgn[r(x) y”(x)]‘, 
(iii) sgny(x) = sgn y’(x) # sgn y”(x) = sgn[r(x) y”(x)]‘, 
(iv) sgn y(x) = sgn y’(x) = sgn y”(x) # sgn[r(x) y”(x)]‘, 
(v) sgn y(x) = sgn y”(x) = sgn[r(x) y”(x)]’ # sgn y’(x). 
Proof. The only other possible conditions are 
w ~(4 = sgn Y’(X) f w Y”(X) # w-444 ~“(xll’, (3.12) 
w Ax) f sgn y’(x) = w Y”(X) # w&> r”W, (3.13) 
sgn Y(X) # sip Y’(X) = sgn y”(x) = w-+(x) y”(x)]‘. (3.14) 
Suppose (3.12) holds and assume that y(x) > 0 eventually. Then, 
[r(x) y”(x)]’ > 0, and [Y(X) y”(x)]” = p(x) y(x) > 0. Hence eventually 
r(x) y”(x) > O-which contradicts y”(x) < 0 for x sufficiently arge. 
Suppose (3.13) or (3.14) holds, and assume y(x) > 0. Then y’(x) < 0 and 
y”(x) < 0, which implies that y(x) < 0 eventually-a contradiction. 
Accordingly, conditions (i)-(v) are the only possibilities. 
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Before we leave this subject, let us point out that subsequent to the standing 
hypotheses on r(x) and P(X), Eq. (2.1) always has solutions which satisfy 
conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.6. (See Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.1.) 
4. Bounded Oscillatory Solutions 
In this section we restrict our attention to the case when Eq. (2.1) is not only 
oscillatory, but also each oscillatory solution is bounded. Among other 
things, we are able to obtain a representation for an oscillatory solution. 
Considering the complicated behavior of solutions of (2.1), this representation 
is remarkably simple. 
First we give two conditions which will guarantee the existence of bounded 
oscillatory solutions. 
THEOREM 4.1. If Y’(X) 2 0, p’(x) < 0, and p(x) -H 0, r, p E C’, all 
oscillatory solutions are bounded. 
Proof. Consider the following identity, which may be verified by dif- 
ferentiation: 
G[ y(x)] = Y(X) y”+) - 2y’(x) [y(x) y”(x)]’ + p(x) y2(x) 
= GM41 - 1’ P’(t) r”“(t) - p’(t) YWI 4 a 
where y(x) is a solution of (2.1), and a > E. Let {bi}Fx, be the monotone 
increasing sequence of zeros of y’(x) greater than a. Under the conditions of 
the theorem, G[y(x)] is nonincreasing in X. Thus, we have 
P(bi) P(bJ < y(h) y”W + Abs) YVJ 
= Gb(bdl G W(417 
and, accordingly, 
y2(b,) < w . 
2 
Since p(x) -H 0 as x + co, l/p(b,) is bounded, and it follows that ] y(x)1 is 
bounded. 
Hastings and Lazer [3] have shown that if r(x) = 1 and P’(X) 3 0, the 
oscillatory solutions are bounded. In view of the previous lemma the equa- 
tion yu*) -P(X) y = 0, where p’(x) d oesn’t change sign, will have bounded 
oscillatory solutions if lim,,, p(x) # 0. 
In considering the oscillatory character of the second-order equation 
WY’I’ + P(4Y = 0, (4.1) 
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where T(X) and p( x are positive and continuous, the function [r(x)p(x)]’ ) 
plays a fundamental role. The following theorem therefore is of interest since 
it contains a condition on the analogue of the function [Y(x)P(x)]‘. 
THEOREM 4.2. If the functions [r(x)p3(x)]’ and [r(x) (l/p(x))“]’ are con- 
tinuous and nonnegative for x 3 a > E, then oscillatory solutions are bounded. 
Proof. Consider the following identity which may be verified by differ- 
entiation: 
H[y(x)] 3 2Y’b) P(X) r”(x)]’ _ y’(x) _ 4x> y”‘(x) 
PW P(x) 
+ 2P’W y(x) Y”(X) Y’(X) 
P”(X) 
+ y(x) [&]“Yr2(X) 
= H[y(a)] + Sz [(y(t){zir))’ 
ll 
y”‘(t) + (y(t) [~]~)‘r’2(t)] dt. 
Under the conditions of the theorem, H[y(x)] is nondecreasing. So if y(x) 
is oscillatory, and (b,}FzI is the increasing sequence of points where y(x) has 
relative maxima or minima, then y’(b,) = 0. Furthermore 
- y2(b,) 3 - y2(b,) _ y(b;;';;(bi) = fJb@i)l 3 W~(41. 2 
Hence, y2(bt) < - H[r(a>l. So I Y( x IS >I . b ounded, and the proof is complete. 
We now state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose y(x) is a nonoscillatory solution of (2. I), and suppose 
y(x) is bounded. If r’(x) < 0 JOY large x, then y(x) satisjes 
(i) Y(X) Y’(X) YW [y(4 Y”c41’ f 0 for x E [% a> 
and 
(ii) sgn y(x) = sgn y”(x) # sgn y’(x) = sgn[r(x) y”(x)]‘. 
Proof. Since y(x) is nonoscillatory, there exists a number 6 > E such that 
Y(X) Y’(X) YW &) y”(x)1 f 0 f or x > b. We show that for x > b each of 
the following inequalities holds: 
(1) Y”(X) Mx)YS(x)I’ -=c 0, 
(2) Y(X) &) r”(x)]’ -=c 0, 
(3) Y’WYW < 0. 
Suppose (1) does not hold. Then, 
0 <y”(x) [Y(X) y”(x)]’ = Y’(X) y”2(x) + Y(X) y”(x) y”‘(x). 
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Since Y’(Y) < 0, we have y”(x) y”‘(x) > 0, which implies y’(r) y”(x) > 0, 
which in turn implies y(x) y’(x) 3 0. Then the last two inequalities imply 
1 y(x)1 is unbounded, contradicting the hypothesis that y(x) is bounded. 
Suppose (2) does not hold. Then 
0 < y(x) [+) y”(x)]’ = P(X) YwP~) Jfwl 
= [r(x) y”(x)]” [Y(X) y”(x)]’ 
$44 * 
Since p(x) > 0, we have [r(x) y”(x)]” [r(x) y”(x)]’ 3 0 which implies 
[r(x) y”(x)] [r(x) y”(x)]’ > 0, or y”(x) [r(x) y”(x)] >, 0. The above discussion 
shows that this last inequality leads to a contradiction. 
Suppose (3) does not hold. Then 
y’(x) y*(N) >, 0 
for large x. By the above discussion this last inequality also leads to a contra- 
diction. 
Thus, we have shown that (i) and (ii) hold for x > b. By Lemma 2.2, 
(i) and (ii) hold for x E [E, b), and the proof is complete. 
The following corollary is immediate. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Ij’ r’(x) < 0, any solution which vanishes on (E, co) is 
either unbounded or oscillatory. 
For the remaining theorems in this portion of the paper, we assume that 
oscillatory solutions are bounded. 
THEOREM 4.4. If u(x) and v(x) are essentially d#erent oscillatory solutions 
of (2.1) such that u(a) = v(a) = 0 f or some a 3 E, then every linear combina- 
tion of u(x) and v(x) is oscillatory, or identically zero. 
Proof. Let y(x) be the principal solution of (2.1) at x = a. First we show 
that u(x), V(X), and y(x) are linearly independent. Consider constants cr , ca , ca 
such that 
cp(x) + qJ(x) + csy(x) = 0. 
Note that if ca = 0, we contradict the hypothesis that U(X) and V(X) are 
essentially different solutions, unless c1 = cZ = 0 also. 
But then if either cr or cs are zero and ca 10, then y(x) and either U(X) 
or v(x) would be constant multiples of each other, which is also a contra- 
diction. Accordingly, clcZ # 0. Then, 
c&x) ze - czv(x) - csy(x). 
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Recall that y(x) is unbounded; so at the zeros of v(x), u(x) would be unbound- 
ed-a contradiction. It follows that cr = ca = ca = 0, and thus that U(X), 
V(X), and y(x) are three solutions of (2.1) which vanish at x = a and which, as 
functions, are linearly independent. 
We return to the proof of Theorem 3.3, and takey,(x) = u(x), ya(x) G D(X), 
Y&) = Y(X)- Th en the solution z(x) of Theorem 3.3 has the following 
properties: 
44 = Cl44 + czw(x) + c&)3 (4.2) 
$2 + c22 + c22 = 1, (4.3) 
z(a) = 0, and z(x) is oscillatory, (4.4) 
the zeros of u(x) and z(x) separate ach other, (4.5) 
a?ld 
the zeros of W(X) and z(x) separate ach other. (4.6) 
By Corollary 3.2 the solution z(x) - cry is oscillatory and hence 
bounded. But 
z(x) - c+(x) = c&g + c,y(x). (4.7) 
The right-hand side of (3.7) is unbounded, unless ca = 0. It follows that 
c, = 0, and z(x) = c&x) + c20(x). 
Now let q(x) = &U(X) + K,w(x) for constants K, and Ka , not both zero. 
By (4.3), c,2 + c2a = 1. Assume without loss of generality that c2 # 0. Then 
w(x) = ; (z(x) - c$4(x)). 
* 
Hence, 
z&> = w4 + k2 [$ (z(x) - Clad(X))] = (hl- $l) u(x) + $z(x) 
which is oscillatory, by Corollary 3.2. Therefore, every linear combination of 
u(x) and W(X) is oscillatory. 
The following theorem gives a representation for oscillatory solutions 
vanishing at x = a. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose u(x) and w(x) are essentially da&vent oscillatory 
solutions of (2.1) such that u(a) = w(a) = 0 for some a E [c, m), and suppose 
thot u’(a) = 0, u”(a) = 1, and w’(a) = 1. Then, ewery oscillatory solutia of 
(2.1) wunishing at x = a is a linear com&ution of u(x) and w(x). 
Proof. Let x(x) be an oscillatory solution such that z(a) = 0, and let 
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Z’(U) = k, ) Z”(U) = k, . By Lemma 2.1, K,s + K22 f 0. Consider the solu- 
tions y(x) given by 
y(x) = n(x) - [k,w(x) + (k, - k,w”(a)) u(x)]. (4.8) 
By Theorem 4.4, y(x) is either oscillatory or identically zero. 
We show that y(x) is not oscillatory. By (4.8) it is clear that y(a) = 0. 
We calculate 
y’(u) = Z’(U) - [k,w’(u) + (k, - k,w”(u)) u’(u)] 
= k, - k, = 0 
y”(u) = Z”(U) - [k,w”(u) + (k, - k,W”(U)) u”(u)] 
= k, - k,w”(u) - k, + k,w”(u) = 0. 
So, by Lemma 2.1, y(x) is not oscillatory and 
z(x) = k,w(x) + (k, - k,w”(u)) u(x). (4.9) 
The existence of an oscillatory solution having the properties of u(x) and 
W(X) in the above theorem was established in Theorem 3.2. The remarkable 
thing about Theorem 4.5 is that the function [r(x) z”(x)]’ plays no explicit 
part in the representation (4.9). So given an arbitrary solution z(x) with 
z(u) = 0, [Z’(a)]2 + [Z”(U)]2 f 0, 
one can choose [T(X) Z”(X)]:,, in such a way that z(x) will be oscillatory; 
namely, 
[r(x) ~‘@)]:=a = k,[r(x) w”(x)-jb,a + [k2 - +“(a)] [r(x) u”(x)]h-a . 
THEOREM 4.6. If U(X) and w(x) are oscillatory solutions of (2.1) that huwe 
two zeros (coincident, OY distinct) incommon, they ure constant multiples of each 
other. 
Proof. Let w(x) and U(X) be solutions of (2.1) with the properties w(a) = 0, 
w’(u) = 1, u(u) = U’(U) = 0, and U”(U) = 1. Then, if Z(X) is an oscillatory 
solution such that z(u) = Z’(U) = 0, z”(a) = k, # 0, then by (4.9), 
z(x) = k,u(x). 
Suppose now that q(x) and z2(z) are essentially different oscillatory solu- 
tions of (2.1) with q(a) = z2(a) = z,(b) = z,(b) = 0 for a < b. Note 
z,‘(b) z,‘(b) f 0 by Lemma 2.3. Consider the solution of (2.1) given by 
Y(X) = %Y@ Xl(X) - %‘(4 z2w (4.10) 
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Note that y(a) = y(b) = y’(b) = 0 f rom (4.10). If y(x) + 0, then by Lemma 
2.3, y(x) # 0 on (b, co). So y(x) is identically zero, by Theorem 4.4. Hence, 
z,‘(6) za(~) = z,‘(b) za(x), for all X. This contradicts the assumption that 
al(x) and a;(x) are essentially different. So no such zr(x) and z*(x) exist, 
and the proof is complete. 
The above theorem shows that in Lemma 2.4 the hypotheses are vacuous 
if U(X) and V(X) in that lemma are known to be oscillatory. 
We conclude this section of the paper with the following result. This 
theorem provides quite a remarkable representation for any oscillatory 
solution of (2.1). 
THEOREM 4.7. If z(x) is un oscillatory solution of (2.1) and Z(U) # 0, 
there then exists constants c1 , c2 , k(a) such that 
z(x) = h(a) w(x) + C&X) + c*qg, 
where u(x) and v(x) have the properties 
u(a) = u’(a) = v(a) = 0, U”(U) = w’(a) = 1, 
and w(x) has the properties (3.10) and (3.11). 
Proof. The existence of k(a) follows immediately from Theorem 3.4. 
Since the function Z(X) - K( ) ( ) . a w x is a so oscillatory by Theorem 3.4, we 1 
have, by Theorem 4.5, 
z(x) - h(a) w(x) f c&x) + c*??(x) 
for some constants ci and cs . The proof is complete. 
PART II 
5. Properties of Oscillatory Solutions of (1.4) 
We now turn our attention to the equation 
P(x) YT + p(x) y = 0, (5.1) 
where Y(X) and p(x) are positive and continuous on an interval [E, co) for some 
E > 0. 
In the study of Eq. (5.1) the following identity plays an important role: 
FrY(x)I = e) Y’(X) Y”(X) - Y(X) [y(x) YWI 
= F[r(a)l + IS k(t) y”‘(t) + P(t) y’(t)1 dt, 
a 
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where y(x) is a solution of Eq. (5.1) and a > E. Since t(x) > 0 and p(x) > 0, 
F[y(x)] is strictly increasing in the variable x for every nontrivial solution 
y(x). It is important to note that if y(x) is a nontrivial solution with a double 
zero at x = b 3 E, then F[y(b)] = 0. Consequently, y(x) can have at most 
one double zero. 
In this section we shall be concerned only with the case when Eq. (5.1) is 
known to be oscillatory. Leighton and Nehari [7] have shown that if Eq. (5.1) 
has an oscillatory solution, then every solution of Eq. (5. I) is oscillatory. 
Criteria for determining whether or not Eq. (5.1) is oscillatory are known. 
For example, for equation 
Yi” l tp(x>y = 0, P(X) > 0 (5.2) 
and p(x) continuous, Leighton and Nehari have shown that jz xp(x) dx = 00 
is sufficient for Eq. (5.2) to be oscillatory. One may obtain a criterion for the 
equation 
[+) y”]” + y = 0, (5.3) 
where r(x) > 0 and T(X) continuous, by noting that if y(x) is a solution of 
(5.3), then x(x) = r(x) y”(x) is a solution of the equation 
.$v +z=o. 
y(x) 
(5.4) 
Applying the above result to (5.4) and noting that Z(X) is oscillatory if and 
only if y(x) is oscillatory, one obtains sz (x2/r(x))dx = co as a sufficient 
condition for Eq. (5.3) to be oscillatory. 
Although the main objective in this section is not to give conditions under 
which Eq. (5.1) will be oscillatory, we shall provide a rather simple condition 
for oscillation. The following theorem is a special case of a more complicated 
result of Leighton and Nehari [7]. We include the result because of the rather 
simple hypotheses, and we give a different proof. 
THEOREM 5.1. If Y’(X) < 0 and p’(x) 3 0 for x su@kntly large, then 
Eq. (5.1) is oscillatory. 
Proof. Suppose y(x) is a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (5.1). Then there 
exists a 3 E such that y(x) y’(x) y”(x) [Y(X) y”(x)]’ # 0 on the interval [a, co). 
We assume then y(x) > 0 on [a, co). 
First suppose that y’(x) > 0 on [a, co). Then for x sufficiently arge, 
[G> YWI” = - PC-4 Y(X) < 0, (5.5) 
and 
W) Y”(41” = - p(x) y’(x) - p’(x) y(x) =C 0. (5.6) 
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Now, (5.5) and (5.6) imply 
[Y(X) y”(x)]’ < 0 on [a, co). (5.7) 
By (5.6) and (5.7), we have r(x) y”(x) < 0; that is, y”(x) < 0 on [a, co). Since 
Y’(X) < 0 and 
0 > [y(x) y”(41’ = f’(X)Y”(X) + Y(X) Y”(X), 
we have y”‘(x) < 0 on [II, 00). Therefore, y’(x) < 0 on [a, oo)-which 
contradicts our assumption that y’(x) > 0 on [u, co). 
Suppose then y’(x) < 0 on [a, co). Since y(x) > 0 on [a, co), we must 
have y”(x) > 0 on [a, co). Consequently, [r(x) y”(x)]’ < 0 on [a, oo), and 
hence [Y(X) y”(x)]” > 0 on [a, co). But 0 < [Y(X) y”(x)]” = -p(x) y(x) < 0 
-a contradiction. Since both the assumptions y’(x) > 0 and y’(x) < 0 on 
[a, co) lead to contradictions, y(x) must be oscillatory. 
We next consider the behavior of oscillatory solutions of Eq. (5.1). Many 
of the following theorems were given by Svec [8] for the special case r(x) = 1. 
One should not expect all of Svec’s results to carry over when Y(X) is not 
necessarily = 1, in particular, the boundedness of solutions. However a 
surprising number of Svec’s results hold when Y(X) is a positive and continu- 
ous function. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let y(x) be a nontrivial solution of Eq. (5.1) such that for 
some a > E, y(a) = 0 and either 
(i) y’(a)r”(a) b 0, 
of 
(ii) y”(a) [y(x) r”(xlL 2 0. 
Ifb >aandy(b) =0, then 
y’(b) y”(b) Pt.4 Y’WIL Z 0, 
and 
(5-8) 
(5.9) 
Proof. First suppose (i) holds. Since F[y(x)] is increasing, 
0 < ~(4 ~‘(4 ~“(4 = F[rWl < W41 = r(b) y’(b) y”(b). 
Therefore, y’(b) y”(b) > 0. Since y(x) 9 0, there exists a point x = rl such 
that y’(~~) = 0, y’(x) # 0 on the interval (zl , b) and a < rl < b. Since 
y(b) = 0, 
Y(X)Y’(N < a (~1 -c x < 8, (5.10) 
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and 
Furthermore, [r(x) y”(x)]” = - P(x) y(x) for x >, E. Consequently, 
wW4 rW1” f w ~(4 f or x 2 E, and so, by (5.1 l), [r(x) y*(x)]’ # 0 
on [rl ,4. Now, sgn&)y”(4’ = q&(x) y”(x)]” # wy(x) on (rl ,b). 
BY W-N, y’(b) P(~)Y”WIL, > 0. 
Suppose (ii) holds. If y’(a) y”(u) >, 0, we are done by the above discussion. 
Assume then that 
Y’(U) YW < 0. (5.12) 
For 6 > 0 and sufficiently small, y(x) y’(x) > 0 on the interval (a, a + 8). 
Let a > a such that y(Z) = 0 and y(x) # 0 on (a, a). As before, 
wy(x) f W-W) YWK for x E (a, a). 
BY (5.12), 
Y(X) Y”(Q) < 0 for x E (a, a). (5.13) 
Consequently, y”(x) [r(x) y”(x)]’ # 0 for x E (a, a), by (5.13) and (ii). Since 
y’(u)y’(a) < 0, by (5.12) and (5.13),y’(s)y”(~) > 0. Applying (i) of Theorem 
5.2, the proof of the theorem is complete. 
The following theorem describes another type of behavior of oscillatory 
solutions. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose y(x) is a solution of equation (5.1) such that fur 
some x = a 3 E, y(u) = 0. Suppose further that 
YW YW k(x) Y”c4Ik-a z 0 
Utld 
sgn Y’W = ww) YP)l;=Q # sgn y”(e)* 
Ifb>usuchthuty(b)=Oundif 
then 
I m P(t) r”“(t) + p(t) r”(t)1 dt G - r(a) Y’(U) r”(a), (5.14) t
Y’(b) YV) w4 YWIE-b z 0, (5.15) 
und 
sgn Y’W = ww4 Y”(G=,, z sgn Y”(b). (5.16) 
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Proof. By (5.14), F[y(x)] < 0 for x > a. Then 
m Y’(b) Y”(b) = mw1 < 0. 
Hence 
sgn y’(b) # sgn y”(b). (5.17) 
First, suppose y(x) # 0 on (a, b). Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that y’(u) > 0. Then, y’(b) < 0 and, by (5.17), y”(b) > 0. Hence, 
y’(x) and y”(x) vanish an odd number of times on (a, b). Using this fact and 
Rolle’s Theorem, a simple argument shows that y’(x) and Y”(X) vanish 
exactly once on (a, b). 
We now show that [r(x) y”(x)]’ vanishes exactly once on (a, 6). Rolle’s 
Theorem guarantees that [r(x) y”(x)]’ d oes not vanish more than once on 
(a, b). Suppose [+)r”(x)l’ # 0 on (a, b). Since y’(u) > 0, we have by 
hypothesis that [r(x) y”(x)]’ > 0 on (a, b). Now y(x) > 0 on (a, b). Let 
b > b such that y(6) = 0 and y(x) # 0 on (b, 6). Then y(x) < 0 on (b, 6). So 
[Y(X) y”(x)]” = - p(x) y(x) > 0 on (b, b), and, consequently, [T(X) y”(x)]’ > 0 
on (6, b). Therefore, y”(x) > 0 on [b, &I. Since y’(b) < 0, we have y’(6) > 0. 
So y’(6) y”(b) > 0. But this contradicts (5.17). Hence, [r(x) y”(x)]’ has exactly 
one zero on (a, b). Therefore, (5.15) and (5.16) hold for x: = b, if b is the first 
zero of y(x) following x = a. 
Suppose now that x = 6 is not the next zero of y(x) following x = a. 
Since there is only a finite number of zeros of y(x) on (a, b), an induction 
argument will show that (5.15) and (5.16) hold at x = b. 
The following lemma shows that condition (5.14) is also necessary for this 
second type of oscillatory behavior. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let y(x) be a solution of Eq. (5.1) such that for some a > E, 
Y(U) = 0, 
and 
YW YW [W Y”wl:=a # 0, 
sgn y’(u) = sgn[r(x) y”(x)]& # sgn y”(u). 
If for some point x = b > a, 
s 
b 
a W)y”2(t) + pWy2(01 dt z - +4~'(4~"(4, 
then for each c > 6 for which y(c) = 0, we huwe that (5.8) and (5.9) hold. 
Proof. Let c > b such that y(c) = 0. Then, 
e) Y’(C) Y”(C) = FrY( > FrY( 2 0. 
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Hence, y’(c) y”(c) > 0, and, by Theorem 5.2, the proof of the lemma is 
complete. 
We summarize the results of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 and Lemma 5.1 in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let y(x) be a solution of Eq. (5.1). There then exists a 
numbe-r a > E such that if b > a with y(b) = 0, then 
Y’(b) Y”(b) w Y”(&=b f 0 
and either 
(9 Sgn y’(b) = w-W> y”(x)lL, # sgn y”(b), 
OY 
(ii) sgn y’(b) = sgn y”(b) = sgn[r(x) y”(x)]!+, .
Furthermore, y(x) has property (i) f or every point x = b for which y(b) = 0 
if and only if 
-m J [y(t) y”‘(t) + p(t) y”(t)] dt < - r(c) y’(r) y”(c), (5.18) e 
where c is the first zero of y(x) to the right of E. 
In order to simplify the statements of the following theorems we make the 
following definitions. Let y(x) be a solution of Eq. (5.1). Then y(x) is said to 
be a Type I-solution provided for each zero of Y(X), say x = b, we have 
y’(b) y”(b) [r(x) y”(x)]’ x = b # 0 and condition (i) of Theorem 5.4 holds. 
A nontrivial solution of Eq. (5.1) is called a Type II-solution provided it is not 
Type I. Such a solution will eventually satisfy condition (ii) of Theorem 5.4. 
Every nontrivial solution y(x) of (5.1) is either of Type I or Type II. In 
either case, Theorem 5.4 says that between consecutive zeros of y(x), the 
functions y’(x), y”(m), and [r(x) y”(x)]’ have the same number of zeros. 
(We are assuming, of course, that if y(x) is of Type II, the zeros of y(x) are 
large enough.) Since y’(x) vanishes at least once and [Y(X) y”(x)]’ cannot 
vanish more than once, each function y’(x), y”(x), [Y(X) y”(x)]’ has exactly 
one zero between the consecutive zeros of y(r). We have then the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let y(x) be a solution of (5.1). Let a < b be consecutive 
zeros of y(x), and let rl , r2 , r3 denote the zeros of y’(x), y”(x), [Y(X) y”(x)]‘, 
respectively, in the interval (a, b). Then 
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(i) ify(x) is Type I, a < rl < t2 < ys < b, 
and 
(ii) ify(x) is Type II andx = a is large enough, then a < Y, < y2 < yl < b. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.4 and the fact that the functions y’(x), y”(x), 
[my”]’ vanish exactly once on (a, b), we have (ii) holding. For the same 
reasons, if y(x) is of Type I, we have 
a < yl < y2 < rs < b. (5.19) 
However, it is obvious that if either equality in (5.19) holds, then 
y’(b) y”(b) > 0 or y”(b) [Y(X) y”(~)]:=~ > 0. This contradicts the fact that 
y(x) is a Type I-solution. Hence (i) holds if y(x) is of Type I. 
It is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 9.2 and 9.3 in Leighton and 
Nehari’s paper [7] that the zeros of the principal solution at x = Q and an 
essentially different solution y(x) with y(a) = 0 will separate each other on 
(a, cc), if y(x) is of Type II, and on [P, Q), if y(x) is of Type I. 
We next turn our attention to the question of the existence of solutions of 
Type I and Type II. Certainly there exists olutions of Type II. For example, 
the principal solution at x = a is a Type II-solution. In order to show Type I- 
solutions exist, we shall use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose y(x) is a solution of (5.1). If there exists a number 
a E [c, 00) for which y(a) = 0 and conditions (5.15) and (5.16) hold, then fw 
any b E [c, a] for which y’(b) y”(b) [Y(X) Y”(x)]:=~ # 0, the numbers y’(b), y”(b), 
Ufzd k(x) Y”(%d cannot all have the same sign. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a number b E [e, a) for which y’(b) > 0, 
y”(b) > 0, Wr”(4L > 0. Th en 6 < u implies Fry(b)] < F[y(a)] < 0. 
So 0 > F[y(b)] = r(b) y’(b) y”(b) - y(b) [Y(X) y”(x)]L* which implies 
y(b) > 0. Let c E (b, a] such that y(c) = 0 and y(x) # 0 on [b, c). Now as in 
the discussion preceding Corollary 5.1, we have y’(x), y”(x), [Y(X) y”(x)]’ 
vanishing exactly once on (b, c). Hence y’(c) y”(c) > 0, and by Theorem 5.2, 
y’(u) y”(u) > 0, a contradiction. Therefore no such point x = b exists. 
THEOREM 5.5. There exists a Type I-soktion of Eq. (5.1). 
Proof. For each natural number tt > 1 + l let y(x) denote a nontrivial 
solution of (5.1) such that 
u,(n) = u,‘(n) = u&z - 1) = 0. (5.20) 
Then i(n(x) is a Type II-solution. Since l(n(x) has a double zero at x = n, 
Theorem 5.2 implies u,‘(n - 1) u:(n - 1) [Y(X) u~(x)]~,,+~ # 0 and 
sgn uR’(n - 1) = sgn[r(x) ui(x)]&+r # sgn ui(n - 1). (5.21) 
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By Lemma 5.2, for 6 E [e, n - l] with 
the values u,,‘(b), u;(b), and [r(x) u~(x)]~.,, cannot have the same sign. 
Now let zd-4, z2(x), x2( x 1, and z&v) be four linearly independent solutions 
of (5.1). Then for each n, there exist constants c,i , c,,a ,c,a , c,, such that 
and 
u,(x) = wm + Gz2z2w + G&44 + w44 (5.23) 
Gal 2 +c~,+c~,+c~,=1. (5.24) 
Then each of the sequences 
is bounded. So for each k = 1, 2, 3,4 there exists a convergent subsequence 
Define ck = lim,,, c,+ for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. Let 
w(x) = Vl(“) + czz2w + %%(X) + dJc)- 
By (5.24), cl2 + cg2 + ~3” + ca 2 = 1. Hence, w(x) + 0. Then, by (5.23), the 
sequences 
{%,<4>j”pl 3 04 i(%=l % ~qx)>z=l s and {[y(x) u~~(x)]‘}L 
converge uniformly on any finite subinterval of [G, co) to the functions 
w(x), w’(x), w”(x), and W) w”(x)]‘, respectively. Since all solutions of (5.1) 
are oscillatory, w(x) is oscillatory, and by Theorem 5.4, w(x) is either of 
Type I or of Type II. 
We shall show w(x) is not of Type II. Suppose the contrary. Then there 
exists a number b E [c, co) such that w(b) = 0, w’(b) w”(b) [Y(X) w*(x)]~~ # 0, 
and sgn w’(b) = sgn w”(6) = sgn[r(x) w”(x)]~.~ . But this would mean that 
for j large enough, sgn u)l(b) = sgn u:,(b) = sgn[r(x) u~Jx)]~~~ , which 
contradicts previous observations. Hence w(x) is a Type I-solution. 
The following two theorems are analogus to the B&her-Osgood theo- 
rem [6] for second order equations. 
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose y(x) is a Type I-solution of &. (5.1). Iffp E c’ and 
p’(x) >, 0, then ( y(x)\ is decreasing at its successive muxitna and minimu. 
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Proof. Since Y(X) is a Type I-solution, for each a > E for which y(a) = 0, 
we have 
sgn y’(a) = sgn[r(x) y"(x)lL, # Sgn y"(a). 
Let E < t,, < tr < t, be three consecutive zeros of y(x). By Corollary 5.1, 
there exist numbers Y 1 9 rz Y y3 9 % 7 s2 9 3 s such that 
to < Yl < y3 < 73 < t1 < s, < $4 < s3 < t, 
and 
and 
YW = Y’M = Y”(Y2) = Y”(S2) = 0 
and 
W) Y”(41:=, = w Y”(41:-s3 = 0 
Y’(X) Y”(X) b-(X) Y”(41’ f 0 
at any other point of [to , t,]. Assume without loss of generality that y’(t,) > 0. 
We wish to show I y(sJ < I y(rl)l .
Consider the following identity, where a > E. 
qy(x)] ~ P(X)Y”(X)l Y’(X) + ly2(4 
P(X) 2 
= G[y(a)] + j-1 “@;;;)” [y”(t) - “$$@) ] dt. 
(5.25) 
Let x = s, and a = Y, . On the interval (r3 , sr), [r(t) y”(t)]’ < 0, p(t) > 0, 
y”(t) > 0, p’(t) 3 a and y’(t) < 0. Consequently, c[y(x)] is strictly decreas- 
ing on (9-r , s3). So 
iy2(r3) = (3Y(r3)1 > 9Y(sr)l = SY2(G 
and 
IY(Y3)l > IYW * (5.26) 
On the interval (rl , r3), y(x) y’(x) < 0. Thus y2(r3) < y2(yl), and 
I y(y3)l < I y(rdl . Hence, by (5.261, Ir(rJ > I r(d , and the proof is 
complete. 
The above theorem is independent of additional conditions on r(x). The 
following theorem is the companion to Theorem 5.6 for Type II-solutions. 
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 5.6. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let y(x) be a Type II-solution of Eq. (5.1). If p’(x) < 0, 
then 1 y(x)/ is increusing at consecutive maxima and minima. 
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6. Properties of Nonoscillatory Solutions of (1.4) 
In this section we shall assume Eq. (5.1) has a nonoscillatory solution. 
Under this assumption it has been shown [7] that all the solutions of (5.1) 
are nonoscillatory. We begin with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let y(x) be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (5.1). TLz 
for large x 
Y(X) Y’(X) Y”(X) PC4 Y’WI f 0 
and y(x) satisJies one of the following four conditions :
(i) sgn y(x) = sgn y’(x) = sgn y”(x) = sgn[r(x) y”(x)]’ 
(ii) sgn y(x) = sgn y’(x) = sgn[r(x) y”(x)]’ f sgn y”(x) 
(iii) sgn y(x) = sgn y”(x) = sgn[r(x) y”(x)]’ f sgn y’(x) 
(iv) sgn y(x) = sgn y’(x) # sgn y”(x) = sgn[r(x) y”(x)]‘. 
Proof. If y(x) [r(x) y”(x)]’ > 0 f or x sufficiently large, then it is obvious 
that one of the conditions (i)-(iii) holds. So assume that y(x) [y(x) y”(x)]’ < 0 
for x sufficiently large. Then eventually 
[r(x) y”(x)]’ [Y(X) y”(x)]” 3-, 0. 
Consequently, for large x 
(6.1) 
y"(x) [Y(X) y"(x)] > 0 (6.2) 
and so 
Y”(X) Y(X) < 0. 
If y’(x) y”(x) > 0, then for x large enough 
Y(X) Y”(X) > 0. 
But (6.4) contradicts (6.3). Therefore 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
Y’(X) y”(x) -=c 0, (6.5) 
and (iv) holds. The proof is then complete. 
In the next two theorems we give some necessary conditions under which 
solutions satisfying (i)-(iv) of Theorem 6.1 may exist. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose p’(x) exists and does not change sign for large x. 
Ify(x) is a solution of (5.1) which satisjes either (i) or (ii) of Theorem 6.2, then 
p’(x) is negative for large x. 
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Proof. Assume p’(x) 2 0 eventually, and suppose y(x) > 0 for x suf- 
ficiently large. If y(x) satisfies ither (i) or (ii), then 
Y’W > 0, [WY”@II’ > 0. (6.6) 
But for x large enough, 
and 
k(x) YW” = - I44 Y(X) < 0 (6.7) 
[49Y”@llrn = - bJ’@)Y(X) + P(4Y’(41 < 0. 68) 
Now (6.7) and (6.8) imply [r(x)y”(x)]’ < 0 eventually. This last inequality 
contradicts (6.6), and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose T’(X) exists and does not change sign for large x. 
Ify(x) is a solution of (5.1) which satisfies ither (iii) or (iv) of Theorem 6.Z, then 
T’(X) is eventually positive. 
Proof. Suppose r’(x) < 0 for large x. If y(x) satisfies (iii) or (iv), then for x 
sufficiently arge 
w Y’(X) Z w Y”(X) = wW) Y”WA VW 
Now [t(x) y”(x)]’ = r’(x) y”(x) + Y(X) y”‘(x). Consequently, by the assump- 
tion on y’(x), 
sgn y”l(x) = sgn y”(x). (6.10) 
But (6.10) implies sgny”(x) = sgn y’(x). This fact contradicts (6.9), and the 
proof is complete. 
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